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THE BLOND ESSENCE

4

enter the new age  
of blond perfection
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ALL THE SHADES OF BLOND,  
ALL OF YOUR REFLECTS! 

 
Platinum, golden, honey: shades change, but blond will 

always remain one of the most iconic  
and loved colors by women. 

 
This is why bleaching services are the most requested in salons, but also 
the most challenging to perform, they can damage the hair structure and 

the final result may be different from expectations.  
 

Relying on the expert hands of a colorist is essential to achieve the 
desired result. A perfect color, shiny and lasting  

that respects the beauty of hair.  
 

Blondesse is the new Inebrya professional line, 
versatile, safe and complete to satisfy all the blond 

needs both in salon and at home. 
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PROTECTED BLEACHING 
PERFECT STRUCTURE

Blondesse is the new professional line designed 
for ensuring natural or intense lightening and 

delicate or extreme results. A complete and safe 
bleaching system that offers all the solutions to 
achieve an excellent technical service, with full 

respect for the hair.

A smart line that thanks to speed of execution and 
simple application allows

to the satisfaction of every technical and creative 
need of colorists and their clients.

Inebrya offers all the support tools that a salon 
needs to obtain an impeccable, customised and 

versatile blond. 
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*

THE 10 CHARACTERISTICS
THAT WILL MAKE YOU FALL IN LOVE WITH BLONDESSE
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COMPLETE 
SAFE 

ABSOLUTE

A complete professional system to customise and 
balance every shade according to the starting base 

and the expected result.  
 

Blondesse offers hairdressers all the products to 
express their creativity, ensuring competitiveness in 

the market and top performances. 
 

A complete line that takes care of the hair also after 
the bleaching service: 

two products dedicated to color maintenance 
contribute to keeping the beauty of color making it 

shiny, immacculate and long-lasting.
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6 BLEACHES
A wide range to be able to choose the most 
suitable bleaching for the desired technical 

result based on the hair structure.

10 TONERS
A color palette to customise 

blond with trendy shades

2 TREATMENTS
A maintenance program for a perfect result  
both in salon and at home. Products with  

intoxicating fragrances and textures. 

A professional system
for total care of blond
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BLEACHINGS
THE CUSTOMIZED 

SOLUTION FOR EVERY
HAIR TYPE

 

Blondesse offers salons all the indispensable tools 

to achieve flexible and targeted results thanks to:

State-of-the-art formulas 

Extreme technique 

Gentleness and Protection 

Creativity 



CARATTERISTICHE STAMPA:
materiale: PE lucido bianco (come etichetta prodotto)
colori: 2 pantoni 
( Pantone 5225 + Pantone 9202 )
misure: 18 x 18  fustellato
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*Italian patent pending application 
No. 102019000024361 

National patent application 
No. 102020000000919

STATE-OF-THE-ART 
FORMULAS

THE EXCELLENCE OF BLOND 
ON THE MARKET WITH 2 

EXCLUSIVE PATENT 
PENDING TECHNOLOGIES*

MIRACLE GENTLE LIGHTENER – PROTECT

with its DECO-CUDDLE PROFESSIONAL formula

Ideal for people who have frequent bleaching and lightening 
services. Its formula is enriched with violet micro-pigments 
with a neutralising action of the undesired pigment to achieve 

up to 7 levels of lightening. 
 

The product achieves the best bleaching performances in a 
single step, keeping the physiological conditions of hair intact.  

 
Its action prevents imperfections caused by bleaching services 

leaving the hair visibly restructured, shiny,  
controlled and moisturised. 

 
 

art. 500 g - 1026149

SILICA 
FREE

VEGAN PARAFFIN 
FREE
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PERFECT  
OSMOTIC BALANCE: 

A REVOLUTIONARY DISCOVERY  
SIGNED BLONDESSE 

Safe lightening and bleaching
Also on sensitised or damaged hair ensuring maximum 

hydration. 

The Inebrya laboratory has functionalized an Osmo Protector active 
ingredient that can keep the osmotic balance of hair proteins, 

protecting the keratin structure and not only the sulphur bridges, 
which results in maximum hair hydration during 

and after the bleaching service. 

The protection granted by the new patent pending* system  
does not result from a strengthening of a single bond, but from  

a global efficacy that prevents the hair from losing
its osmotic balance during the bleaching service. 

In this way proteins do not undergo denaturation and  
the hair fibre is not damaged.

THE PACKAGING BECOMES  
MULTISENSORY

The powder is fragrance free to fully respect 
the scalp and to prevent allergies or intolerances  

to synthetic fragrances of clients and staff.

Thanks to a last generation technology developed for the  
packaging*, the product releases  

a pleasant fragrance through colored pearls inside an under cap 
with holes in a radial pattern. 

STANDARD 
BLEACH

MIRACLE GENTLE LIGHTENER 
PROTECT

*Italian patent pending application 
No. 102019000024361

*National patent pending application 
No. 102020000000919
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EXTREME TECHNIQUE
TWO ALLIES FOR  

THE MOST CHALLENGING 
 TECHNICAL SERVICES

ULTRA FAST LIGHTENER - 9 TONES 

Dust-free blue bleaching powder  
for fast and extreme lightening

Its special formula enriched with blue micro-pigments,with a 
neutralising action of the undesired pigment, gradually lightens up  

to 9 levels, protecting the hair structure. 
Powder is designed for fast and high-performance lightening. 

 
The blend of Mango, Sesame and Aloe Vera ensures protection and 

hydration during the entire lightening process, whereas Blueberry, Grape 
Seed and Açai invigorate the hair.

 
 

 
art. 500 g - 1026150

SILICA 
FREE

VEGAN PARAFFIN 
FREE
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EXTREME TECHNIQUE 
TWO ALLIES FOR THE MOST 

CHALLENGING 
TECHNICAL SERVICES

REDUCT COLOR POWDER - ANTIBRASS

Dust-free green bleaching powder with  
a stripping action of cosmetic color

and neutralising warm tones.

Its formula enriched with green micro-pigments, Shea Butter, 
Illipe Butter and Aloe Vera neutralises warm tones 

and partially or totally removes cosmetic color, lightening in a 
balanced and even way up to 5 levels.

 
 
 

art. 500 g - 1026153

SILICA 
FREE

VEGAN NON 
OXIDISING
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GENTLENESS AND 
PROTECTION

MAXIMUM 
APPLICATION COMFORT

AMMONIA FREE LIGHTENER

Dust-free violet bleaching powder  
without ammonia.

Its special ammonia free formula with violet micro-pigments 
enables to neutralise and lighten up to 7 levels. With no ammonia 

odour, it leaves a pleasant and comfortable environment. 
 

The Goji Berry Oil contains proteins, mineral salts, Omega 3 and 
6 fatty acids and a Vitamin booster, all essential ingredients  

for the hair to be repaired and protected  
during the lightening process. 

 
 

art. 500 g - 1026152

SILICA 
FREE

VEGAN NON 
OXIDISING
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GENTLENESS AND 
PROTECTION

MAXIMUM 
APPLICATION COMFORT

COSMETIC BLEACHING CREAM

Blue cosmetic bleaching cream  
for full head and delicate lightening.

Its special composition with blue micro-pigments  
lightens up to 7-8 levels in a gradual and balanced  

way leaving the hair soft and elastic. 
 

Thanks to its creamy texture containing Argan Oil, Jojoba Oil  
and Almond Oil, application is easy and safe  

with perfect adhesion to the hair. It leaves the hair  
moisturised, shiny and cosmetically perfect. 

 
 

art. 500 g - 1026154

VEGAN
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CREATIVITY
TO ACHIEVE LIGHTENING  

WITH NATURAL  
AND GRADUAL EFFECTS

FREE STYLE CLAY LIGHTENER - BALAYAGE 

Dust-free bleaching powder with Clay for free hand 
and contouring lightening techniques.

Its formula enriched with Clay having a pigment neutralising 
action enables accurate and fast lightening of up to 5 levels. 

 
It gives elasticity and vigour to the hair,  

making it stronger and more resistant thanks  
to the remineralising power of White Clay.  

 
The protective action of Grape Seed Oil and  

Blueberry ensures an anti-yellow and brightening effect.

 
 

art. 400 g - 1026151

SILICA 
FREE

VEGAN NON 
OXIDISING
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DEMI PERMANENT 
TONERS

FROM PEARLS, 10 NUANCES
TO CUSTOMISE

YOUR BLOND LOOKS
 

Sensual and ultra-delicate coloring creams, without 
ammonia, without resorcinol and PPD,

for blond, bleached or lightened hair. 

The acid pH technology:
Neutralises undesired tones  

Tones without affecting the hair natural base  
Gives a glossy, long-lasting effect of colour thanks

to the cuticle sealing action.

CHARACTERISTICS
ACID pH TECHNOLOGY  

WITHOUT AMMONIA AND PARABENS 
WITHOUT PPD

WITHOUT RESORCINOL VEGAN
ENRICHED WITH COCONUT AND ALOE VERA 

CONTAINS NATURAL ORIGIN PIGMENTS
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DEMI PERMANENT 
TONERS

LET YOURSELF BE SEDUCED BY 
THE GLOW OF PEARLS

Many nuances to chose from 
for a tailor-made color  

for each client.
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ALOE VERA
A healing plant with moisturising, regenerating, 

protective and soothing properties.

COCONUT OIL
A vegetable oil with numberless properties and benefits, it 

moisturises, nourishes, protects and controls the hair.

NATURALLLY 
EFFECTIVE 

COLOR PEARLS 
 A TONER FOR EVERY NUANCE

DESCRIPTION % NUANCE CHARACTERISTICS  TECNICAL ACTION

METALLIC MYSTIC PEARL 
DT01

art. 1026156

30%
60%
10%

Metallic cold chestnut toner to neutralise 
warm natural

and cosmetic tones
Toning and neutralising

DEEP BROWN PEARL 
DT02

art. 1026157

35%
35%
30%

Shine giving cold chocolate toner
for natural or cosmetic colors Toning

METALLIC DARK GREY PEARL
DT03

art. 1026155

30%
50%
20%

Pearly ash toner to tone  
and neutralise warm tones Toning and neutralising

METALLIC LIGHT MAUVE PEARL
DT04

art. 1026160

30%
50%
20%

Metallic grey anti-orange toner Toning and neutralising

GOLD COPPER PEARL
DT05

art. 1026158

36%
30%
34%

Gold copper toner for natural  
and cosmetic colors Toning

POWER ROSE PEARL 
DT06

art. 1026161

40%
38%
22%

Light mauve anti-yellow toner Toning and neutralising

ROSE GOLD PEARL 
DT07  

art. 1026159

35%
35%
30%

Rose gold toner to create  
fashion toning effects Toning

PEACH PEARL
DT08

art. 1026162

34%
33%
33%

Peach toner for warm blonds  
on very light bases Toning

LIGHT CREAM PEARL 
DT09

art. 1026163

30%
35%
35%

Warm light blond toner  
to tone an extra light base Toning

IVORY PEARL 
DT010

art. 1026164

33%
34%
33%

Extra light toner to balance warm and cold 
blond making the tones pearly beige Toning and neutralising
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TREATMENTS

A MOISTURISATION BOOST 
 

A treatment line designed to protect the hair and keep 
the color bright and long lasting.  

All the products have been formulated using extremely 
effective natural origin active ingredients.

Coconut oil and Aloe Vera Extract give softness, 
elasticity and shine to the hair reducing 

 dullness and dehydration caused by bleaching. 

A blend with a rich and creamy texture that  
gives nourishment while releasing a truly  

 intoxicating fragrance.
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ATMOSPHERIC 
POLLUTION

AND OXIDATION: THE 
PRODUCTS TO FIGHT 

THEM
 

Blondesse cleansing and nourishing treatments contain specific 
active ingredients to protect blond nuances from the damaging effects

 of smog, fine particulate matter and UV rays. 

The active ingredients act on the hair cuticle as true screens
 protecting it from external agents that attack

 the structure of damaged hair.

Using them in salon and at home balances  
the technical treatment thus leading to a healthy  

and shiny hair fibre.
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TOP NOTES
Orange blossom, Bergamot, Almond Flowers

MIDDLE NOTES
Coconut, Shea butter, Tonka bean, herbaceous notes

BASE NOTES
Fruity notes, woody notes

OLFACTORY DESCRIPTION
Floral, fruity, herbaceous, woody 

OLFACTORY PYRAMID
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art. 300 ml - 1026145
art. 1000 ml - 1026146

art. 15 ml - 1026169

SILICONS 
FREE

VEGAN SLS 
FREE

PARABENS 
FREE

PARAFFIN 
FREE

COLOR  
MAINTENANCE

A BEAUTY CONCENTRATE  
FOR A PERFECT BLOND

BLONDE MIRACLE SHAMPOO

Delicate shampoo with chelating and 
anti-pollution effect to perfect blond

enriched with Coconut oil and Aloe Vera.

Its formula is specifically designed to moisturise the hair after 
bleaching services and to perfect color. 

 
The 300ml size carries out an anti-pollution action 

protecting the hair fibre from external agents.  
 

The 1000ml size contains chelating agents, compounds that limit 
water hardness, i.e. the activity of the metal ions contained in 

water. Calcium and magnesium are the main ones, but there are 
also chlorine, sulphates, copper and lead.  

The result is a shiny, bright and lasting blond.  
 

Because heavy metals damage hair:  
They react with the surfactant molecules forming insoluble 
aggregates that reduce the cleansing action of shampoo; 

They can crystallise near the hair bulb creating an accumulation 
and obstructing the growth of hair that thins and finally breaks;  

They can interfere with the hair color;  
They lead to an accelerated oxidation and decay of the product. 



art. 250 ml - 1026147  
art. 1000 ml - 1026148

45 46art. 15 ml - 1026169

COLOR  
MAINTENANCE

A BEAUTY CONCENTRATE  
FOR A PERFECT BLOND

BLONDE MIRACLE NECTAR

Anti-pollution nourishing booster treatment  
to perfect blond

enriched with Coconut oil and Aloe Vera.

Ideal for brittle and dull hair lacking vitality after  
technical bleaching services. 

Thanks to its energising, moisturising and protective  
properties it keeps the hair healthy, full and elastic 

both in salon and at home.

 
 

SILICONS 
FREE

VEGAN SLS 
FREE

PARABENS 
FREE

PARAFFIN 
FREE
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PROFESSIONAL 
TOOLS

Inebrya offers salons all the necessary 
support for an excellent technical service 

and for all color services. 
 

Colorists are provided all the tools to 
obtain a perfect blond and to ensure 

excellent results to clients.
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BOWL
Bowl with non-slip rubber  

for color casting.

art. 8026171

SPATULA
Spatula with tank

for free hand balayage techniques.

art. 8026173

SPONGE SET
Set of sponges with wooden handle  

for special techniques

art. 8026174

BRUSH SET
Set of brushes with slanted bristles for 

bleaching services.
art. 8026172

GRADUATED BOTTLE
Plastic graduated bottle  

for color services.
art. 8026170
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SMARTSTRIPS

BLEACHING HAS NEVER BEEN  
SO SMART

SMARTSTRIPS are the future of bleaching techniques.

An innovative and patented* technology ensures high 
performances in full respect of the hair. 

The special composition of strips enables the entrance 
of right amount of oxygen to obtain the lightening effects and 

the vent of gas that is harmful for the hair fibre. 
 

SMARTstrips keep the color fresh preventing  
the deposit of oxidation residues, and thus  

ensuring excellent results.  
A revolutionary material, made up of 60% calcium carbonate 

and 40% polyethylene, that reduces the use 
of plastic resin by 55/70% compared to the majority  

of products present on the market.  
 

SMARTstrips are Eco-friendly: they are not only easy to recycle, 
but they also strongly reduce their environmental impact  

since they are produced without using water.

art. small - 8026178  
art. medium - 8026179  

art. big - 8026180



VISUAL
&

COMMUNICATION
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AGENT KITS
A refined box to display the Blondesse range of products 

art. 8026182

WALL PANCARD
The images signed Blondesse to enrich your salon 

art. 8026181

LOOKBOOK
A source of inspiration with all the amazing looks  

created using the Blondesse products
art. 8026211

COLOR CHART  
10 NUANCES

The elegant color chart to show your clients 
all the nuances with pearl reflects 

art. 8026168

2 DOUBLE FACE POSTERS 
The fashion images to make your point of sale stylish 

art. Poster Tiffany - 8026183 
art. Poster Coloured - 8026184

 DOUBLE FACE DISPLAY
A refined table top double face display to present the 

innovative bleaching powder Miracle Gentle Lightener – 
Protect and the Blondesse treatments

art. 8026186
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